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Abstract. Nowadays, many people use e-books, having high expecta-
tions with respect to their reading experience. In the case of digital sto-
rytelling, enhanced e-books can connect story entities and emotions to
real-world elements. In this paper, we present the novel concept of a
Hybrid Book, a generic Interactive Digital Narrative (IDN) artifact that
requires seamless collaboration between content and smart devices. To
that end, we extract data from a story and broadcast these data in RDF
as Linked Data. Smart device services can then receive and process these
data in order to execute corresponding actions. By following open stan-
dards, a Hybrid Book can also be seen as an interoperable and sustain-
able IDN artifact. In addition, according to our user-based evaluation, a
Hybrid Book makes it possible to provide human sensible feedback while
flipping pages, enabling a more enjoyable reading experience. Finally,
the participants also showed a positive willingness to pay, thus making
it possible to generate more revenue for authors and publishers.
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1 Introduction

Stories can be presented in several ways, for instance through the use of movies
and e-books (that is, digital books). The definition of an e-book, as discussed
by [31], contains both a static and a dynamic component: whereas the static
component states that “an e-book is a digital object with textual and/or other
types of content”, the dynamic component expresses that “an e-book can have
technology-dependent features that make it more interactive and dynamic than
its paper counterpart”. The rise of e-books brings opportunities for new reading
experiences. One such reading experience may consist of having interaction with
the physical environment when making use of a so-called “Hybrid Book”.

Anastasiades [2] defines the term “Hybrid Book” as “the best combination
of use of traditional printed books and multiple potentials offered by a virtual
educational environment”. We propose to generalize the term “Hybrid Book”
to a paper or digital book that extends into the “physical or digital realm”.
Specifically, according to our definition, a Hybrid Book can take the form of an



e-book that facilitates interaction with the physical and/or digital world, or it
can take the form of a paper book that has been enriched using digital content
(e.g., through the use of augmented reality).

In the above context, it is worth pointing out that EPUB 3 [15] is a pow-
erful format for both representing and presenting e-books [10]. This format is
based on HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS. Furthermore, this format supports the
desired attributes of enhanced publications [35], for instance making it possible
to integrate multimedia features and semantic annotations using RDFa [13] or
microdata [14]. Moreover, EPUB 3 makes it possible to connect book content to
networked services [11].

Nowadays, people can equip their living environments with smart devices,
including smart lights and smart thermostats. Furthermore, people can control
these smart devices either locally or remotely. We believe that reading stories is
an activity that can be made more attractive in such smart living environments.

The contributions of this paper are as follows. We document an approach
to connect story entities and emotions to (1) relevant digital content that is
open in nature and (2) to smart devices, taking advantage of Digital Publishing
tools (e.g., EPUB 3) and Semantic Web technology (e.g., SPARQL and ontology
reasoning). In this context, we see an author as the person who acts as the
designer of a story and as the person who decides what the desired interactions
are. Furthermore, we investigate the way story entities (e.g., people, locations,
and animals) and emotions can be represented within an e-book and how these
entities and emotions can facilitate interaction with a smart living environment
(e.g., change of lights and sounds). To that end, we explore the way a book can
broadcast required data to smart devices and how these devices can interpret
the data and perform the right actions. Furthermore, we present a prototype
Hybrid Book that allows its readers to have a more enjoyable reading experience.
Additionally, we evaluate this prototype Hybrid Book, taking into account key
aspects of Interactive Digital Narratives (IDNs) [18].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review
related work. In Section 3, we discuss characteristics of both IDN applications
and EPUB 3-based Hybrid Books. In Section 4, we explain our approach for
connecting story entities and emotions to relevant digital content and smart
devices. We subsequently evaluate a prototype Hybrid Book in Section 5. Finally,
we present our conclusions and a number of directions for future research in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review a number of research efforts and best practices related
to Interactive Digital Narratives. In particular, we first pay attention to inter-
active story books in smart environments. Next, we focus on semantic content
representation and reasoning about entities and emotions in interactive stories.



2.1 Interactive Digital Narratives in Smart Environments

Koenitz [19] defined an Interactive Digital Narrative (IDN) as follows: an “ex-
pressive narrative form in digital media implemented as a computational system
containing potential narratives and experienced through a participatory process
that results in products representing instantiated narratives”. Key character-
istics of a digital narrative are as follows [20]: “method of introduction (explo-
rative vs. consecutive)”, “narrative world (parallel vs. interwoven)”, “narrative
path (fixed-path vs. conditional-path)”, “narrative presentation (text-based vs.
graphic-based)”, and “point of view (uni-character vs. multi-characters)”.

As an example of already existing applications, we refer to two iPad appli-
cations: Philips Disney StoryLight1 and Light Stories2. These applications take
on the role of an e-book, enabling the reader to change the color of the Philips
hue light3 by touching screen elements. Besides the usage of lights for creating
interactive stories, sound can be used as a complementary channel as well, given
that the use of sound brings fantasy [23].

Furthermore, Nakevska et al. [24] proposed the concept of interactive sto-
rytelling in a mixed reality in which users do not directly use a computer and
interaction devices. They provided three different stages, equipping all stages
with sensory devices originating from a so-called ALICE installation [4], thus
enriching these stages with different relevant sounds. The participants had to
physically follow the aforementioned stages, having an exploratory experience
during storytelling. In addition, the authors investigated immersiveness and user
experience, finding that sound affects self-location in a storytelling environment.

The above discussed approaches, however, are proprietary in nature, while
the Hybrid Book solution we propose is a generic approach that can be integrated
in e-books using the standardized EPUB 3 format4.

2.2 Semantic Representation and Reasoning

Semantic Web technologies aim to collect, structure, and recover linked data.
In what follows, we describe a number of WC3 Semantic Web standards5 that
can be used to enrich story books, hereby creating interactive storytelling expe-
riences.

Resource Description Framework (RDF) [17] is a general-purpose framework
for representing Web information, expressing data in a machine-understandable
format. RDF in attributes (RDFa) [13] adds a set of attribute-level extensions to
(X)HTML documents, with the goal of including RDF data inside these docu-
ments. Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle) [5] is a serialization format for RDF.
An RDF query language such as SPARQL [27] is able to retrieve and manipulate
data stored in RDF format. An ontology is “a specification of a representational

1 http://disneystories.com/app/disney-storytime/
2 https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/light-stories/id692093472?mt=8
3 http://www2.meethue.com/en-us/
4 For the latest status on EPUB 3 support, please see http://epubtest.org/.
5 http://www.w3.org/standards/
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vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse – definitions of classes, relations,
functions, and other objects” [28]. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [34] is
a semantic markup language for publishing and sharing ontologies on the World
Wide Web.

Enriching HTML pages of e-books by using RDFa and microdata makes story
content machine-readable, thus facilitating the execution of queries against this
content. Also, sets of vocabularies can be specified in ontologies. These sets of
vocabularies can be used for extraction and reasoning purposes, with the aim of
deriving new data. These new data can then be used for different goals, such as
activating smart devices or finding relevant songs in an online sound repository.
The Linked Data Fragments client and server [36] are two libraries for affordable
and reliable querying of linked data with SPARQL.

Different stories often have similar themes, items, and characters. The Stories
ontology6 was developed in collaboration with the BBC, with the aim of linking
items together in order to make stories navigable and discoverable. Onyx [30] is
a linguistic Linked Data approach for representing emotions. In particular, Onyx
is a semantic emotion vocabulary that focuses on lexical resources and emotion
analysis services. The Onyx model includes EmotionML [3] vocabularies. Emo-
tionML is a general-purpose emotion annotation and representation language
using XML. As we use HTML files for representing story content, EmotionML
is not suitable for supporting different emotions in EPUB 3-based e-books.

Considering the aforementioned related work, our proposed solution consists
of a generic way to represent the content of interactive story books. In particular,
we make use of RDF for broadcasting story entities and emotions. Furthermore,
we created an ontology that allows describing the relationship between story
entities and emotions on the one hand, and actions for activating smart de-
vices on the other hand. In addition, our ontology allows mapping emotions to
corresponding colors [25].

3 Hybrid Books as IDN Artifacts

In this section, we discuss the possibility of EPUB 3-based Hybrid Books to act
as IDN artifacts. Considering the definition and characteristics of an IDN [19],
we focus on a “fixed-path” narrative (as is commonly done for fiction books).

In the traditional way of creating fiction books, an author writes a story in
the form of a text and a publisher distributes the text as it is. Such fiction books
are passive [21] in nature. However, these passive books can be converted to
interactive e-books (e.g., Hybrid Books) by integrating interactivity and multi-
media features. In advanced cases, the story entities and the emotions conveyed
by these e-books can be connected to both the digital and the physical world.

IDN artifacts can be classified based on the presence of interactive features.
For example, they can be mapped along the axes of exploration (story versus
system) and control (user control versus system control). In addition, they can

6 http://www.contextus.net/stories
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be mapped by taking into account criteria like “agency (the variety of actions
that a user can undertake)”, “narrative complexity (the quantity of concurrent
narrative developments)”, and “dramatic agency (the degree of influence the user
has on the course of the narrative).” [21].

The usage of EPUB 3-based e-books in mobile environments [11] makes it
possible to enhance these e-books with interactive features, including augmented
reality and contextualization. Furthermore, connecting these e-books to the dig-
ital and physical world is key to making the storytelling more interactive.

Considering the above mentioned classification of IDN artifacts, a simple
EPUB 3-based Hybrid Book modeling a fiction book with limited narrative
agency (e.g., just flipping pages) can already be seen as an IDN artifact. More-
over, the Hybrid Book concept allows for more substantial interactivity features,
and where these features can be realized/defined by the author or the designer
of the story.

In the next section, we describe our prototype EPUB 3-based Hybrid Book.

4 The Hybrid Book Concept

Our research focuses on a Hybrid Book that takes the form of an e-book that
facilitates interaction between the physical and the digital world. In particular,
we aim to provide a generic data model to enable this interaction. In this section,
we describe a prototype Hybrid Book that uses our generic data model to have
interaction with devices in a smart living environment7.

Facilitating real-world interaction requires seamless collaboration between
different e-book elements (e.g., story entities and emotions) and devices in smart
living environments (e.g., sounds and lights). We believe that the proposed ap-
proach helps publishers to create an enjoyable reading experience. To create
a prototype Hybrid Book, we selected a children’s book, namely “Red Riding
Hood” from Project Gutenberg8. Project Gutenberg is an initiative that consists
of freely available online e-books in different formats such as PDF and EPUB.
Next, we enriched the book, taking on the role of a designer of interactive story
books. We aimed at influencing the digital and physical reading environment by
manifesting different story entities and emotions via different human senses.

Fig. 1 demonstrates a high-level overview of the Hybrid Book setup. As can
be seen in Fig. 1, the author or editor annotates the story entities and emotions
that are relevant to the desired interactions, before distributing the book as an
EPUB 3 file. When the book is read, the annotated data are extracted from the
book and are broadcasted (e.g., using socket.io9) to all the smart device services
via an e-reader (that is, an application for reading e-books). The smart devices
need to be installed in the network used by the Hybrid Book. If any of the smart
devices are missing, then an alert can for instance be shown in the pages of the

7 We will make our EPUB 3-based prototype Hybrid Book available for download
upon acceptance of this paper.

8 http://www.gutenberg.org
9 http://socket.io/
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Fig. 1. High-level overview of the Hybrid Book setup: (1) story entities and emotions
are annotated in the EPUB 3-based e-book; (2) the e-book reader extracts these an-
notations from the e-book and subsequently broadcasts these annotations; and (3)
smart device services retrieve the broadcasted annotations, subsequently querying and
reasoning about configuration data (i.e., data needed to activate the smart devices).

e-book. In addition, a specific service needs to be developed for each device.
These services constitute a bridge between the Hybrid Book and the device.
Furthermore, the data are interpreted by each device service, to determine the
actions that need to be executed.

4.1 Representation of Story Entities and Emotions

We consider the author of a story as the designer of the Hybrid Book. Indeed,
the author is the person who decides what actions need to be taken. In that
regard, the desired interactions that an author wants to invoke must be inserted
in the e-book at the correct position. To that end, we use HTML annotations
using RDFa. These annotations define which changes are intended, and possibly,
which action(s) should be performed. Fig. 4.1 shows a possible annotation for an
entity. It shows how the word “wolf” is annotated with a “property” attribute,
containing two customized items: “animal:wolf” and “emotion:afraid”.

Fig. 2. The story entity “wolf” is annotated with a “property” attribute, containing
two customized items: “animal:wolf” and “emotion:afraid”.

4.2 Triggering Actions Using Story Entities and Emotions

The way we define different attributes is described below. These attributes are
extendable if needed. Table 1 shows an example of matching entities to possible
smart devices.



examples of story entities and emotions [32,26] possible smart devices
sound player lights thermostat

emotion (e.g., afraid) X
animal (e.g., wolf) X X
event (e.g., earthquake) X
temperature (e.g., warm/cold) X

Table 1. Mapping story entities and emotions to possible devices.

For this research, we work with the six basic emotion terms proposed by Paul
Ekman [9] : “Angry”, “Afraid”, “Disgusted”, “Sad”, “Surprised”, and “Happy”.
We can associate specific colors with a “mood” or an emotion [25]: e.g., “Sad”
can be associated with the color “blue”. By expanding the story entities (e.g.,
animal) to their sub-entities (e.g., bird and wolf), we create a so-called Hybrid
Book dataset that takes on the form of an an ontology10. This dataset consists of
story entities, their corresponding data, and possible actions (e.g., “hasSound”
as an action for a sound player and “hasColor” as an action for smart lights).

The e-reader extracts the annotations from any visible content (based on
the size of the screen of the mobile devices used for reading). These extracted
annotations (e.g., “animal:wolf”) are then sent to services (e.g., over the Internet
or a local network). Indeed, we assume that each smart device has a service that
listens for incoming data. These services need to be implemented specifically for
each device. It is necessary to have such services, because each device has its
own functionality, and that functionality needs to be adapted to the proposed
solution. For example, the Philips hue lights have the functionality of changing
the color of lights. The proposed Hybrid Book needs to trigger the lights based
on the annotated content. Thus, a service needs to bridge the gap between the
Hybrid Book and the underlying APIs of smart devices. These services interpret
the received data to derive desired actions, by querying them against our dataset.
For example, when a story entity such as “wolf” has been annotated in the text,
the process executed is as follows:

1. The e-reader extracts the annotated entity “wolf” from the book.
2. The e-reader converts the data related to the annotated story entity in RDF

format as “:Wolf :Emotion :Afraid”. The data are subsequently broadcasted
to all connected devices.

3. All connected devices receive the broadcasted data.
4. The services decide what actions to take, based on a set of rules (e.g., (:Afraid

rdf:type :Emotion, :hasColor :Orange), or (:Wolf rdf:type :Animal, :hasSound
:Wolf)) stored in the dataset. In fact, the services query the received data
against our dataset using the Linked Data Fragments [37] server and client
software. To that end, the LDF11 Client and Server are used for running
SPARQL queries over Turtle data in our dataset. The resulting configuration

10 We will make this ontology available online upon acceptance of this paper.
11 https://github.com/LinkedDataFragments
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data (data that are required to activate the smart devices) will for instance be
formatted as “:Action :hasSound :Wolf” for the audio player and “:Action
:hasColor :Orange” for the smart lights. Furthermore, to get the desired
result (e.g., a relevant sound) from online resources such as Spotify12, we
need to have accurate search keywords. Based on the configuration data, the
service of the sound player searches for wolf in Spotify and fetches a wolf
sound.

5. Finally, the light service sends the action to the hue lights to change the
color of the lights, and at the same time, the sound service sends the action
to the audio player to play the corresponding sound.

4.3 Authoring Hybrid Books

In this context, we would like to make note that the creation of EPUB 3-based
Hybrid Books should be cost-effective, thus requiring a user-friendly authoring
environment. Ideally, creating a Hybrid Book is facilitated by an authoring en-
vironment that makes it possible for authors and publishers to indicate which
elements of a story need to be annotated. Such an authoring environment is
for instance discussed in [8], facilitating collaborative creation of enriched e-
books using EPUB 3, also enabling authors and publishers to design and create
EPUB 3-based story books with annotations.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we describe the evaluation of our prototype EPUB 3-based Hy-
brid Book as an IDN artifact. Koenitz [18] discusses five aspects of IDN artifacts
that are important: “narrative analysis”, “interoperability between different im-
plementations”, “sustainability of digital artifacts”, “author-centered view”, and
“user-focused perspective”. The author argues that these key aspects need to be
addressed in ongoing and future work in order to have successful methods and
artifacts in the field. In what follows, we evaluate our Hybrid Book concept, fo-
cusing on the aforementioned key aspects of IDN artifacts, with the exception of
“narrative analysis”, given that this aspect is not within our domain of expertise.

• Interoperability between different implementations: This aspect refers
to the use of technical standards for, e.g., data exchange between different
implementation platforms. As described in the Hybrid Book section, we use
Turtle as our standard format for data exchange. In addition, the EPUB 3
format itself is an open standard for digital publications. Ghaem Sigarchian
et al. [11] concluded that this open publication standard allows for interop-
erability between different mobile devices. In what follows, we list a number
of relevant EPUB 3 capabilities: “sensor data utilization in mobile devices”,
“data transfer to servers”, “connecting to local and remote networks”, and
“discoverable content”.

12 https://www.spotify.com/
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• Sustainability of digital artifacts: This is a key design aspect that can
be achieved by following standards, making the artifacts sustainable. All
technologies used in the implementation of our Hybrid Book are based on
open standards, thus preventing “reinventing the wheel” in future research.

• Author-centered view: This key aspect refers to involving (multiple) au-
thors of traditional narratives in IDNs, making it possible for these authors
to easily design their own interactive digital story. They can thus apply their
own preferences in terms of actions and emotions (that is, they can transfer
their own vision to the audience).

• User-focused perspective: Given that this aspect is key to creating excit-
ing narrative experiences, we organized a usability test in a lab environment
at a research center, to quantify the level of reader enjoyment. This seemed
the most appropriate method to have a profound evaluation of the concept
from both parents and children. A usability test is intended to determine the

Fig. 3. Likert scale on the enjoyment of the book by children younger than 4 years,
older than 4 years and parents (n = number of people).

extent an interface facilitates the ability of a user to complete routine tasks.
Typically the test is conducted with a group of potential users either in a
usability lab, remotely (using e-meeting software and telephone connection),
or on-site with portable equipment. Users are asked to complete a series of
routine tasks. Sessions are recorded and analyzed to identify potential areas
for improvement to innovation. This approach is based on usability evalua-
tion methods [33,12,22,1]. When focusing on the testing of the usability of
an innovation, it is recommended to do the test in a lab environment [38,16].

The test took place in June 2015. The purpose of the test was to have a
user validation of the Hybrid Book concept and how a Hybrid Book can
be connected to smart devices in a room while reading a story. In total, 29
participants (13 parents and 16 children) took the test and more tests will
be conducted after the submission deadline of this paper. Every session took
about half an hour. The story consisted of five pages so it did not take too
long to read the story. Afterward, the children were asked to color a smiley



matching their enjoyment and they were given an incentive. At the same
time, the parents were interviewed.
The children were all very enthusiastic about the hybrid book, while parents
were more critical. The scale we used to capture the opinion of the children
is based on the Smileyometer [29], a discrete Likert Scale. In general, the
children liked reading the prototype Hybrid Book. The youngest children
liked this type of book the most. Parents were also very enthusiastic about
the enjoyment experience of the concept. They also saw educational oppor-
tunities for the book. The majority of the parents (n = 13) were willing to
pay between 5 and 15 euros for a Hybrid Book. Only one parent would pay
1 euro for a story. All parents said they would use the technology. We used
a single intention question in order to map the adoption intention of the
parents. We do have to be critical with this approach because it tends to
stimulate overestimation [7,6]. All of the parents answered that at least the
chance is high they would use this type of book.
The most important issue is a lack of willingness to adopt smart technolo-
gies. Because the technology is still in a concept phase, it was difficult for
every parent to imagine all the future possibilities for interactions with smart
technologies. This usability test gave us a first insight in the user evaluation
of the concept. It is advisable to further test and adapt the concept with
future users to get more in-depth insights.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we discussed the creation of interactive story books, using Digital
Publishing and Semantic Web technologies. In particular, we investigated how
semantic annotations can be used to author interactive story books, i.e. so-called
Hybrid Books. Furthermore, we evaluated a prototype Hybrid Book by consid-
ering key aspects of IDN artifacts. We found that our Hybrid Book contributes
to an enjoyable reading experience. In addition, our Hybrid Book is an inter-
operable and sustainable IDN artifact, making it possible for authors to apply
their own preferences by inserting semantic annotations into Hybrid Books.

We can identify a number of directions for future research. First, to alleviate
the burden of manual annotation, we could explore the use of an automatic story
entity and emotion recognition web service for already existing story books.
Second, the current version of our Hybrid Book can be improved with more
interactivity features, including read aloud and eye tracking functionality.
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